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“Once or twice a week, while we sleep, 

the car is charged right outside our 

home” Adam, London EV driver



Electric Vehicle Charging

Challenges facing Towns and Cities

Charging in town and cities for residents provides a different set of challenges 

to those of charging at motorways, supermarkets or the high street:

› Requirement to provide convenient charging points for residents

› Traffic Management Order (TMO) required for designated electric vehicle 

charging spaces

› Complaints from non EV residents at loss of spaces from general parking 

supply

› Planning permission for a designated charging cabinet with a meter (cost, 

street clutter, length of time to install, reading issues with meter, etc…)

› Location of charging point relevant to resident’s home

› Stranded assets if resident moves / sells car
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Electric Vehicle Charging

Challenges facing Towns and Cities

Required civils works not insignificant, can be issues where chargers and 

supporting infrastructure (such as meter cabinet and sign posts) not sited 

sensitively
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The solution.

Why not utilise more of what is 

already there?
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› Most towns and cities already have suitable street lights where 
drivers live and want to charge

› Drivers want convenient charging, the street light outside their 
house becomes their home charging, on-street…

› Significantly reduces costs

› Can be installed in under one hour

› Minimises / avoids additional street clutter

› Eliminates need for reserved bays (if desired)

› Utilises existing unmetered supply, no need for additional 
metering, MPANs, etc…

› Energy used for charging is kept completely separate from the 
street light’s energy account



Utilising unmetered supplies

The challenge

Unmetered electricity supplies
Working in partnership with Power Data Associates the possibility of using the existing unmetered supplies was 
investigated
Unmetered supplies are a niche part of the electricity sector, accounting for around 1% of GB’s total electricity
Due to the absence of a meter, normally the equipment has to have a predictable load profile and either be less 
than 500W or it is impractical to meter it
After discussions with ELEXON (responsible for regulating unmetered supplies) and Service Delivery at Ofgem 
(formerly National Measurement and Regulation Office), agreed that it is simply collating metered data and 
passing it through unmetered accounting set up and therefore could be used
Distribution Businesses very supportive of the new technology
Method developed for accounting for the mobile meter is formally approved by ELEXON (regulator responsible 
for unmetered arrangements)
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The Technology

SimpleSocket

› SimpleSockets can be retrofitted into existing street lighting 

columns in around 30 – 40 minutes

› Alternatively they can come pre installed in new columns

› Socket physically retains plug when powered, released by EV 

driver (also released in event of a power cut)

› Secure authorisation required before socket is powered up

› Power: 230V, single phase, 5.8kW
› Designed for overnight charging typically

› Will charge a BMW i3,  Renault Zoe, Nissan Leaf, etc… from flat 

to 100% in 6 – 8 hours or less

› Plug: Standard Type 2

› If required socket can be removed in under 3 minutes and 

redeployed to another location.  No stranded assets.
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EV Charging Bollard

Solution for non ideal street lighting columns and sites where 

street lights not present
Bollard installed at front of footway and fed from the street light 
(exact same principal as a sign light, etc)
Can provide a new feeder pillar to power a string of bollards (ideal 
for car parks)
Typically used in roads where; no street lights, not enough street 
lights or street lights at back of footway (also in city centres where 
the street lights themselves may be heritage and listed)

NAL EV charging bollard:

Passive safe

Self righting, bollard self rights after any vehicle knock / strike, 

ideal for car parks

Range of designs available
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How to access the sockets

Option 1: Pay As You Go

With a measuring device in every column and a communication sim 

card, residents and the public can access sockets with Pay As You Go 

tariffs

Access is granted simply via scanning a QR code with a smart phone

Works with any standard charging cable

Choice of tariffs can be agreed with the asset owner

Your smart phone + a 
simple QR code
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How to access the sockets

Option 2: SmartCable

SmartCable

› Contains European MID approved meter

› Has a sim card for communication to the cloud

› Has option for working in areas with no mobile reception (offline 

authorisation, cable will wake up later and push the data)

› All charging transactions are itemised and billed monthly, the 

exact same principal as a mobile phone
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SmartCable:

Choice of energy supplier

› November 2017 – OVO Energy became the first green electricity supplier, offering Kensington & Chelsea drivers its energy

› June 2018 – Fischer Energy become the second green electricity supplier, offering Tower Hamlets drivers its energy offering

› In future other suppliers will also be able to offer this service allowing drivers a truly competitive choice of energy providers

› Suppliers will benefit from being able to offer customers a home + EV car offering, as well as future smart charging capabilities 

(vehicle to grid, etc…)
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Applications
Local Authorities

› Towns and cities across the UK suffer from a lack of off-
street parking, yet 70-80% of charging takes place at home

› Local Authorities are looking for solutions to allow drivers 
to charge at home, on-street

› Street light charging will form part of the overall charging 
solution

• Low cost

• Flexible

• Can be installed on demand

• No planning permission required

• No reserved bays needed (unless desired by the council)

› Sockets in any area can be viewed on the app (iOS and 
Android) 
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Applications
Developers

› Requirements in some areas for new builds to have 20% of 
spaces fitted with EV chargers and for 20% of spaces to be 
EV ready

› Cost of installing new infrastructure and maintaining it 
years before it may ever be used can be expensive

› Utilising street furniture and fitting with charging sockets 
can be a much lower cost alternative

› NAL Bollard solution

• Passive safe and self righting – don’t need to protect it 
from vehicles

• NAL X-Last socket means it can be removed quickly

• Could install and wire the sockets, leave capped off, then 
only install the bollard when needed, would take just 
minutes to do and commission

• Future proof all parking spaces whenever building / 
resurfacing / upgrading
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Applications
Real estate

› Fit chargers into purpose built columns that would be 
required anyway for lighting

› Alternatively can retrofit existing assets

› Energy can be free (attract people to your site), 
alternative can offer a range of tariffs, or start free and 
introduce fees at a later date

› Future proof all car parks whenever resurfacing / 
upgrading



Smart Cities need Smart Charging

– future capabilities

Smart Cities will need drivers to charge smarter.  The technology can 

already deliver:
Demand responsive charging – can be remotely controlled if constraints on the 
grid: stop charging, reduce power, etc…
Charge cheaper – can control when to charge utilising cheapest or greenest 
times to charge
Vehicle to Grid (V2G) – energy from the car can be fed back onto the grid 
(once a car exists that is enabled to do it via AC)
Socket network – can link to smart parking sensors that detect if a space next 
to the socket is vacant or not (plus any other IoT future devices
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“Excellent and would recommend to all EV 
drivers…, easy to use, would be willing to pay 
more for the service” Ray & Jacquie, 
Westminster

“I was incredibly excited when I saw the charging 
points going in to the lamp posts here and that 
inspired me to order an electric vehicle” Hugo, 
Lambeth resident

“I can fully charge my Tesla overnight.  I would not have bought 

my car without being able to charge it” Patrick, Kensington & 

Chelsea resident

“Would recommend to every EV owner” Anthony, 
Kensington & Chelsea resident

“It is amazingly 
convenient and cheap” 
Babak, Lambeth resident

“It's been brilliant!” Kathryn, 
Lambeth resident
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